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Abstract—In this paper, we address stereo matching in the presence of a class of non-Lambertian effects, where image formation can
be modeled as the additive superposition of layers at different depths. The presence of such effects makes it impossible for traditional
stereo vision algorithms to recover depths using direct color matching-based methods. We develop several techniques to estimate
both depths and colors of the component layers. Depth hypotheses are enumerated in pairs, one from each layer, in a nested plane
sweep. For each pair of depth hypotheses, matching is accomplished using spatial-temporal differencing. We then use graph cut
optimization to solve for the depths of both layers. This is followed by an iterative color update algorithm which we proved to be
convergent. Our algorithm recovers depth and color estimates for both synthetic and real image sequences.
Index Terms—Stereo matching, layer extraction, reflection, transparency, plane sweep.
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1

INTRODUCTION

M

ANY existing

vision algorithms, including stereo vision
and optic flow computation, explicitly rely on the
single-surface Lambertian assumption. These algorithms
inevitably fail in the presence of common phenomena such
as reflection and transparency. This paper studies the stereo
matching problem within a class of non-Lambertian
surfaces, where the non-Lambertian effects can be modeled
or approximated by linear superposition of layers. Typical
examples include 1) reflection superposed with texture of
the reflective material, 2) reflection superposed with scenes
behind a transparent material, and 3) texture of a thin
curtain superposed with scenes behind the curtain.
The ability to separate the layers is important in
applications such as image-based modeling and rendering
as well as surveillance. Being able to model the scene
correctly (or at least photorealistically) allows inexpensive
content creation and manipulation for games and production of special effects. In addition, the recovered layers can
be used as a means for compressing the appearance of a
scene. Having the ability to automatically parse out
reflections and partially transmitted layers provides interesting implications for surveillance.
The problem of recovering reflections from images has
been addressed in vision research from a number of
directions. The approaches used include using optics and
physics-based models, statistical approaches, and motion
analysis. Many of these approaches assume linear superposition of layers.
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1.1 Optical and Physics-Based Solutions
One possible approach is to build a good imaging process
modeled by detailed optics or physics-based modeling.
Schechner et al. [19] studied the case where a varying focus
camera looks at static transparent layers. The focal length
that correspond to the sharpest focus in each component
layer are found by finding high “focus-measure.” The point
spread function (PSF) (i.e., the blending coefficients) for
each layer in each image is then induced and the
component layers can be recovered. The other commonly
used cue is to put a polarizer in front of the camera lens.
Schechner et al. [21] modeled the polarization process. The
only unknown parameter in separating the layers, the
correct inclination angle, is estimated by minimizing the
correlation between component layers. These methods need
special scene settings (layers at very different depths or
accurate alignment of objects, polarizer, and camera) and/
or special hardware (polarizer). They do not address the
depth estimation problem.
Narasimhan and Nayar [15] use scattering models to
account for the effect of the environment (such as fog and
rain) in the image. By modeling the chromatic effects of
atmospheric scattering, they are able to link depth to scene
color changes under varying atmospheric conditions. As a
result, using multiple images under different but unknown
weather conditions, they show that it is possible to recover
the fog color, extract scene depth, and simulate the scene
appearance on a clear day.
1.2 Statistical Approaches
The second direction is the statistical approach. In this
approach, the optics do not need to be modeled, as long as
the observed image is a linear mixture of two component
layers. Several approaches have been developed to recover
the mixing parameters, so that the original layers can be
recovered by inverting the linear combination process.
Farid and Adelson [7] proposed separating layers by
minimizing the statistical dependency between the two
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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layers using the independent component analysis (ICA)
approach. In their paper, the mixture is caused by
polarization at different angles. The mixture coefficients
are computed by rotating and stretching the joint intensity
distribution such that the resulting distribution is as close to
a square as possible (the most independent distribution).
Schechner et al. [20] proposed a similar approach, where the
mixture is caused by focusing at one layer at a time. The
point spread function of the defocused layer is estimated by
minimizing the mutual information between the two layers.
Instead of using the original intensity, Bronstein et al. [4]
convolve the input image pairs with high pass filters. The
filtered images have mostly zero values and present sparse
distributions. They show that sparse ICA can better
separate the component layers.
Levin et al. [14] demonstrated that for simple images, the
component layers can be recovered from just one image.
From natural images, they learn the exponential density
functions of several filter responses. The best separation of
the input image is the one that maximizes the learned
density function. However, their algorithm fails in more
complicated images where texture is abundant. Statistical
approaches do not address the problem of recovering scene
depth either.

1.3 Motion Analysis
The third cue for layer separation is motion. One of the
earliest work on layer extraction is that of Wang and
Adelson [30]. They compute per-pixel flow, perform
k-means clustering in affine motion space and assign each
pixel to one of the sets of clustered affine parameters.
However, they only handle opaque pixels, i.e., each pixel is
assumed to have a unique flow. Darrell and Pentland [6]
improved on the formulation by having a direct connection
between layers and robust estimation. They also assume
opaque pixels (at least in all their examples).
Shizawa and Mase [24] provide a theoretically elegant
solution to extract multiple flow from an image sequence.
They formulate the constraint for double optical flow in
space-time frequency domain and use it as the energy
minimization function. In a follow-up work [25], the
principle of superposition is applied to the multiple optical
flow problem. A direct method was later devised based on
first-order approximation of the binocular flow constraint,
which is formulated using the principle of superposition
[22]. Unfortunately, these approaches have not been applied
to real images or simulated image sequences with noise, so
it is not clear how robust these approaches are. In addition,
the issue of recovering the original colors associated with
the decomposed flows is not addressed.
Szeliski et al. [28] proposed an iterative method for
recovering component layer depths and colors for the
special case of global (parametric) motion. A parametric
motion and the component colors are estimated alternately
and the approach is shown to produce good layer
separations. Ju et al. [11] used a layered piecewise
parametric (affine) motion model to simultaneously estimate multiple motions in both occlusive and transparent
motion sequences. Swaminathan et al. [27] handled the
problem of highlight detection and removal by epipolar
plane image (EPI) analysis, explicitly detecting the saturated highlights in a local EPI stripe. In our case, image
sequences are assumed to be not saturated, so there are no
consistent cues such as saturated stripes to be exploited.
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Bergen et al. [1] introduced a differencing technique to
deal with transparency. Our work uses similar differencing
technique. However, the important difference is that we
only assume local planar motion and our algorithm does
not rely on a good initial estimation of the motions in either
layer. Instead, we discretize the depth hypotheses and
perform an exhaustive search. In contrast to differencing
techniques, the integration technique of Irani et al. [10]
stabilizes one motion region and blurs all other regions by
integration or averaging.

1.4 Our Approach
Our proposed approach uses the motion cue. It performs
both stereo matching [18] and layer separation. The
difference between our method and the other motion-based
methods include: 1) we do not rely on a single global
motion model, 2) our algorithm produces per-pixel disparity estimates that are adequate for image-based rendering, and 3) we model occlusion in both layers.

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.1 Additive Layered Model
An additive layered model assumes that the irradiances of
scene points along a viewing ray are linearly combined to
produce a composite color for the corresponding pixel. In
this section, we define the terminology and symbols. In a
two-layer model, according to their distance to the observer,
we call the layers the front layer and the rear layer. The colors
of the two layers are labeled as I0 and I1 , which are called
the front color and rear color, respectively. (Throughout this
paper, the subscript 0 indexes the front [first, closer] layer
and the subscript 1 indexes the rear [second, farther] layer.)
Similarly, we call the depth values of the two layers, d0 and
d1 , the front depth and rear depth, respectively.
The composite color CðxÞ of an additive layered model
is the linear combination of the front color and rear color,
that is,
C ¼ I0 þ   I 1 :

ð1Þ

Here,  2 ½0; 1 is a physical property of a reflective/
transmissive layer, which can be the same as the front
layer.  is nonzero if there are two additive layers.

2.2 Stereo Sequence with Layered Model
Our layered model is defined with respect to a reference
view. The color of each layer is recorded by a reference view
image, i.e., I0 and I1 . These images correspond to a discrete
sampling of the scene irradiance of each layer. Images from
all other views are generated by warping and superposing
these two reference view images. Let Tt0 and Tt1 be the
warping functions applied to the front and rear layers
(respectively) from the reference view to view t. Tt0 and Tt1
are a function of depth. We define the warped image as
Tt0  I0 for the front layer and Tt1  I1 for the rear layer. As a
result, the composite image at view t is
Ct ¼ Tt ðd0 Þ  I0 þ ðTt ðd Þ  Þ  ðTt ðd1 Þ  I1 Þ;

ð2Þ

where d is the depth of the reflective/transmissive layer.
Note that we explicitly model the warping of the  map in
(2). By doing so, we can model partial reflective scenes,
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where the reflection is cut off at the Lambertian/reflective
surface boundary, as if the reflection is “occluded” by the
Lambertian surface. In our examples, we deal with the
special case of d ¼ d0 , i.e., when the reflection/background
is superposed with texture of the reflective/transmissive
layer. Our method can be easily extended to other additive
layers if d is known or trivial, e.g., with constant value in
the view.

2.3 The Stereo Matching Problem
We assume that our sequence has been taken from known
camera positions. (Estimating the camera positions is a
well-studied problem [8] that is beyond the scope of this
paper.) Given a rectilinear sequence Ct ðxÞ that was taken
with equal spacing, where t ¼ 0; . . . ; K  1, we pick the
middle image to be the reference frame, i.e., k ¼ K=2. The
goal is to recover disparities d0 , d1 , colors I0 , I1 , and  from
the sequence of observed images.
Equation (2) consists of a set of coupled problems. First,
given known depths d0 , d1 , and the -map, solving for I0 and
I1 is just a constrained linear regression problem, with the
constraint I 2 ½0; 255. This problem can be solved using
quadratic programming. Second, if the component colors and
the -map are known for all frames, the problem becomes two
uncoupled stereo matching problems. Our solution is to
break the interdependency between the solutions of the two
subproblems. The key to solving this problem is a series of
techniques that make it possible to solve the second problem
without knowing the component colors.
2.4 Assumptions
Our problem as described in Section 2.3 is quite complex.
To make the problem tractable, we make a simplifying
assumption. We assume that the -map is constant valued
in the two-layered regions. This is true for viewing rays
reflecting off smooth surfaces composed of the same
material or passing through uniform thin curtains (examples that we use). As a result of this simplification, we can
fold this constant  value into I1 and set  to be binary: 1s
indicating two-layered regions or 0s indicating Lambertian
regions. We leave the problem of estimating fractional
valued -maps [26] as future research.
In addition, we adopt some moderate assumptions in the
general settings of the stereo matching problem. First, the
image sequence is assumed to be taken within a small
enough interval that layers can be used to model instantaneous depths and colors. Second, we assume that the scene
geometry is locally fronto-parallel.
2.5 Paper Organization
In the next section, we describe our new algorithm to
estimate depth maps for two-layer models. We introduce an
iterative color estimation method in Section 4, given a
known -map. -map estimation is described in Section 5.
Experimental results are shown in Section 6. We extend the
stereo matching algorithm to three layers in Section 7, with
concluding remarks in Section 8.
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DEPTH ESTIMATION

The difficulty with traditional stereo matching is that it is
generally ill-posed. Correct depth hypotheses (the outputs)
guarantee small color matching errors (the inputs), but the
inverse is not necessarily true. This aspect of stereo
matching usually makes it impossible to estimate a
plausible depth of a pixel without considering neighboring
pixels. To disambiguate the depths, a traditional stereo
algorithm is usually composed of three steps: enumerating
all depth hypotheses, computing a matching error for each
depth hypothesis, and depth estimation by integrating
neighborhood information. Our depth estimation algorithm
also consists of these steps, with novel techniques introduced in each step to handle multiple layers.

3.1 Nested Plane Sweep
Enumerating depth hypotheses in traditional stereo matching is trivial. The search space per pixel is simply the
discretized range of possible disparities, d ¼ dmin ; . . . ; dmax .
However, the search space for our new problem is much
larger. At each pixel, we need to determine a pair of depth
hypotheses ðd0 ; d1 Þ, under the constraint d0  d1 .1 If there
are D discrete disparity levels, the number of the depth
.Without any prior knowledge, it is
hypotheses is DðDþ1Þ
2
necessary to consider all depth pairs.
The depth hypotheses are enumerated in a plane sweep
fashion [5]. Without loss of generality, let the sweeping of
the front plane be dominant. We warp all the input images
to the reference view according to the front disparity d0 .
With d0 fixed, we conduct a second pass of sweeping for all
valid d1  d0 . We can think of the method as sweeping the
depth space using two planes simultaneously, with the rear
plane d1 nested within the front plane d0 . We call this plane
sweep scheme the nested plane sweep method. In Fig. 1, we
show the complete set of depth hypotheses for the simple
case where we only have three depth values.
3.2 Computing Initial Matching Errors
The motion of a pixel is proportional to the disparity d and
the baseline length [9]. Specifically, if the disparity is
defined on the reference view and its immediate neighboring views, the motion of a pixel in an image is l  d, where l
is the baseline length.
For the purpose of illustration, let us assume that the
camera moved laterally by a distance of 1 from one frame to
another. The distance between reference frame 0 and
nonreference frame t in the positive direction would thus
be t.2 In our simplified scenario, the rendering function (2)
can then be rewritten as:
Ct ðxÞ ¼ I0 ðx þ t  d0 Þ þ I1 ðx þ t  d1 Þ:

ð3Þ

We first discuss rendering in the region where  ¼ 1. The
reflection cut-off at the Lambertian boundary can be
considered as an occlusion effect. This effect, as well as
1. Here, d refers to disparity. Closer points have larger disparities.
2. Note that our approach handles a less restrictive camera motion. We
assume that the camera moves in approximately along the same direction in
almost equal steps. In practice, for a given hypothesized disparity/depth
and known camera motion, we warp all the inputs to the reference frame to
compute the matching error. The analysis remains basically the same.
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Fig. 1. All hypotheses in a 3-disparity-level nested plane sweep. Solid lines correspond to front depth hypotheses and dashed lines to rear depth
hypotheses. A hypothesis consists of a pair of front and rear disparities.

occlusion effects between real objects, can be handled by the
spatial-temporal selection technique introduced toward the
end of this section.
When we stabilize the sequence by warping the front
layer to the reference view, we get the sequence
Ct ðxÞ ¼ Ct ðx  t  d0 Þ ¼ I0 ðxÞ þ I1 ðx  v  tÞ;

ð4Þ

where v ¼ d0  d1 can be considered as the relative speed
between the two layers.
From (4), we get
Ctþ ðxÞ ¼ I0 ðxÞ þ I1 ðx  v  t  v  Þ

ð5Þ

Ctþ ðx þ v  Þ ¼ I0 ðx þ v  Þ þ I1 ðx  v  tÞ;

ð6Þ

and

where  is the temporal displacement used in the
computation of the matching error (see Fig. 2).  is set
between one to five frames for all the sequences in our
paper. The value of  used depends on the spacing between
successive cameras. If the camera spacing is small and  is
small, the sensitivity to noise in depth estimation is high.
On the other hand, if the camera spacing is large and  is set
to a large number, the object color may be missed altogether
from one camera to another camera  frames away. In our
work,  is chosen manually.
Taking the difference between (4) and (6) yields
sequence Bt ðxÞ that has constant colors at the corresponding pixels, that is,

rear layer colors by subtracting two composite colors on the
same oblique lines.
Fig. 2a is a schematic plot of Fig. 3b. Consider the
pixel at location x. At different times (in the vertical
direction), the pixel is mixed with different reflections,
causing fluctuation of colors in different frames. However, all front pixels along the same oblique line (such as
pixels Ct ðxÞ and Ctþ ðx þ v  Þ) share the same additive
component I1 ðx  t  vÞ. v can also be interpreted as the
slope of the oblique lines. In the absence of noise, the
difference Bt ðxÞ ¼ Ct ðxÞ  Ctþ ðx þ v  Þ should be the
same for all views. This is because the additive second
layer component is eliminated for all t, and the difference
is just the color difference of pixel x and x þ v  , which
should be constant for noiseless sequences.
Thus, for each depth pair ðd0 ; d1 Þ and each pixel x,
we can compute the variance of the sequence fBt ðxÞg,
t ¼ 0; 1;    ; K  1  , using d0 to stabilize the front
layer, and using d0  d1 to compute v. We can expect
the variance to be consistently small for the correct
depth values. Note that this variance is similar to the
sum of summed squared differences (SSSD) measure
introduced in [16], but does not rely on subtracting
frames from a specified keyframe. Using pixel variance
(across time/views) as a measure of matching consistency has been suggested by a number of previous
researchers (see, e.g., [29], [13]).

Bt ðxÞ ¼ Ct ðxÞ  Ctþ ðx þ v  Þ ¼ I0 ðxÞ  I0 ðx þ v  Þ: ð7Þ
We use the epipolar plane image (EPI) [2] to illustrate the
computation of the invariant sequence. An EPI is formed by
stacking the same scanline in a sequence of images on top of
each other. In an EPI, the vertical direction is conventionally
called the temporal direction because they are composed of
pixels from images taken from different time. The horizontal direction is usually called the spatial direction.
Fig. 3a shows a section of an EPI generated by stacking
scanline 252 of the Lee sequence (Fig. 4). We can easily
observe some stripe patterns in the EPI. Each stripe is the
trace of an object point over time. The slope of each stripe in
an EPI is determined by the depth of the object point (from
here on, we just refer to the object point as the pixel). To
stabilize the pixel, we shear the EPI stack such that the
corresponding stripe is vertical. Fig. 3b demonstrates the
stabilization of one of the layers. Because the images contain
reflections, we observe that the color of the stabilized pixels
are mixed with rear layer colors (the oblique stripes in the
view). Equations (4)-(7) describe a method to eliminate the

Fig. 2. Matching error computation via spatial-temporal differencing.
Vertical lines correspond to stabilized pixels in the front layer. Oblique
orange lines represent the rear layer. Green lines are occluding pixels
in the rear layer, which have smaller disparity than the vertical layer,
but larger disparity than the orange pixels. (a) Spatial-temporal
differencing for computing component-color-independent matching
errors. (b) Accounting for occlusions by spatial-temporal selection.
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Fig. 3. Effect of stabilization. (a) An epipolar plane image (EPI) strip. (b) After stabilizing one of the layers. Notice that the strips associated with the
stabilized layer are practically vertical.

Fig. 4. Four representative frames from Lee sequence.

For nonplanar reflections, we need to be careful about
the spatial range (v  ) and the temporal range (). We
should avoid a large spatial range where pixels x and x þ
v   have a different depth in the front layer, or a large
temporal range where x and x þ v   correspond to
different real-world point in the reflection layer. We should
choose a spatial-temporal window within which stripes
corresponding to both layers form two sets of parallel lines.
Since this matching error computation method involves
color differencing within a spatial-temporal window, we
call it the spatial-temporal differencing method.
To handle occlusions in both layers, we adopt the spatialtemporal selection method of [12]. In this method, a local
region is assumed to be persistently visible either in the
views to the left of the reference view or in the right views.
This is a reasonable assumption with the exception of the
picket-and-fence effect, where pole-like objects are present
in the foreground. Together with the locally fronto-parallel
assumption, at least one of the two color differences
between neighboring pixels, fCt ðxÞ  Ctþ ðx þ v  Þg and
fCt ðxÞ  Ct ðx  v  Þg, will be meaningful. This is because at least one of them involves a difference between
visible pixels at the same depth. Choosing the smaller error
between the two matching errors that correspond to the
above-mentioned spatial differencing schemes is the spatial
selection method. Temporal selection in our case involves
selection from matching errors of subsequences t ¼
0; 1; 2; . . . ; K=2  1 and t ¼ K=2; . . . ; K  1. Temporal selection handles occlusion in the rear layer. It also assumes that
a local region in the rear layer is visible in half of the views.
Temporal selection ensures that at least half of the views
used to compute the matching error will not involve
differencing pixels across occluding boundaries, thus
guaranteeing small matching error at the right depth.
Fig. 2b shows how spatial-temporal selection is capable of
dealing with occlusion occurred within the reflection. The
matching error in the marked quadrant is not contaminated
by the occluding pixels, while matching error in all other
three quadrants are likely to be erroneously large.

3.3 Estimating Depths Using Graph Cuts
The initial matching errors are stored in a 3D volume called
the disparity space image (DSI). The DSI is a function of the

pixel location and the depth labels ðd0 ; d1 Þ. The DSI is the
evidence derived from the input images supporting each of
the depth hypotheses.
To handle the textureless regions in the scene, we need to
enforce spatial smoothness constraints. With these added
regularization terms, our problem is equivalent to finding
the optimal classification of a multiple label Markov
Random Field. We adopt the graph cut-based method of
Boykov et al. [3] to solve this combinatorial optimization
problem. The graph cut method we adopted (which uses
the -swap algorithm) has been shown to produce highquality depth maps. The -swap algorithm (as opposed to
 expansion) is used as it was relatively easier to
implement.
We illustrate our algorithm in Fig. 5 using a sequence of
random dot images. The experiment setup is shown in
Fig. 5a. Notice in this first example that each depth pair
ðd0 ; d1 Þ is treated as a single label. The depth label output by
the graph cut determines the depths of both layers
simultaneously. Two frames from the five frame random
dot sequence are shown in Figs. 5b and 5c. A front layer

Fig. 5. Random dot stereo matching with reflections. Numbers in (e)-(h)
are estimated disparities. (a) Configuration. (b)-(c) Frames 3 and 5 of a
five-frame image sequence. (d) Failed depth estimation using traditional
stereo algorithm. (e)-(f) Estimated front and rear depths without adding
single layer bias. (g)-(h) Estimated front and rear depths with added
single layer bias.
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Fig. 6. Partial (front) connectivity of real world scenes. Smooth front
layer, broken rear layer.

(disparity 5) is composed of a planar mirror with red
random dots. Between the front layer and the background
(blue pixels, disparity 0), there is a reflected random dot
layer (green pixels, disparity 3). Due to the mixing of the
front layer and the reflected layer, the original graph cutbased algorithm fails to estimate depths in the mixing
region (see Fig. 5d). The proposed method generates a pair
of clean depth maps shown in Figs. 5e and 5f. It may seem
to be incorrect because the estimated front layer depth is 6
corresponding to the background area, instead of being 0 as
expected.
This discrepancy is due to the fundamental ambiguity of
the image formation process. The ambiguity arises because
the appearance of any single layer model is equivalent to
that of a class of two-layer models, with one layer being
textureless. We cannot tell if a picture is a direct image of a
scene or an image of reflection in a perfect mirror, nor can
we tell if a picture is taken with a totally transparent layer in
front of the camera.
The ambiguity problem for this simple noiseless case can
be easily fixed. We simply add a prior favoring single layer
models. Whenever a single layer model and a two-layer
model explains the observed data equally well, we choose
the single layer model. This approach is similar in
philosophy to model selection methods [17]. Simpler
models tend to better explain unseen data (Occam’s razor).
In our formulation, we denote the depth hypotheses
where d0 ¼ d1 as single layer models. Once we add a
constant bias to the matching errors of two-layer models
(d0 6¼ d1 ), we get the desired clean depth map shown in
Figs. 5g and 5h.

3.4 More Efficient Depth Estimation
For more complex scenes, we can choose not to store the
matching errors corresponding to all ðd0 ; d1 Þ pairs. There are
two reasons for this decision. First, storing all ðd0 ; d1 Þ pairs
is not efficient in terms of storage and computational cost.
Assuming a fixed image size, the memory required for a
DSI with D disparity levels is OðD2 Þ, while the computational cost for graph cut is OðD4 Þ.
Second, it is nontrivial to model partial smoothness in
a graph cut framework if we treat ðd0 ; d1 Þ as a single
label. For example, it is straightforward to define the
smoothness cost for neighboring pixels x1 and x2 in Fig. 6,
since ðd0 ðx1 Þ; d1 ðx1 ÞÞ ¼ ðd0 ðx2 Þ; d1 ðx2 ÞÞ. However, it is not
clear how to define the smoothness penalty for neighboring pixels x2 and x3 in the -swap algorithm, where
d0 ðx2 Þ ¼ d0 ðx3 Þ, but d1 ðx2 Þ 6¼ d1 ðx3 Þ. The corresponding
cost should be smaller than the case where depth
discontinuity happens in both layers, but larger than the
first case. We leave possible adoption of other elegant
regularization techniques [23], [30] to future research. In
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the following we introduce a simple method that works
well in practice.
Our solution is to keep two separate DSIs for d0 and d1 .
We apply nested plane sweep and spatial-temporal differencing as usual, but keep only the minimum matching
errors, i.e.,
DSI0 ðd0 ; xÞ ¼ mind1 eðd0 ; d1 ; xÞ
DSI1 ðd1 ; xÞ ¼ mind0 eðd0 ; d1 ; xÞ;

ð8Þ

where eðd0 ; d1 ; xÞ is the matching error corresponding to
depth hypothesis ðd0 ; d1 Þ. We expect DSI0;1 ðd; xÞ to be
consistently low over a range at the correct disparity, thus
enabling the graph cut algorithm to find the right answers.
As a result of this minimization step, we only need to
keep two DSIs, each of which requires a storage of OðDÞ,
and apply the graph cut on each of the DSIs to get the two
depth maps, each at a computational cost of OðD2 Þ. At the
same time, the partial smoothness problem is solved
because we consider the two DSIs separately.

4

ESTIMATING

THE

COMPONENT COLORS

After the depths of both layers have been estimated, we use
an iterative method for estimating the component colors.
The color estimation algorithm is initialized using the mincomposite algorithm [28]. Our strategy is to alternate
between estimating the front and rear layer colors. An
overview illustrating the refinement of the rear layer color
using the current estimates of the front layer color is shown
in Fig. 7. The procedure is reversed for the estimation of the
front layer color (using the current estimate of the rear layer
color). We first describe our component color estimation
algorithm by describing how the rear layer color is refined
using the current estimate of the front layer color.

4.1 Initializing Using Min-Composite
All the observed images are warped into the reference view
using the front depth (warp Tt01 ). For each pixel, we
compute the minimum of the stack of warped images—this
process is called a min-composite. The min-composite result
is shown in Fig. 8 (a few input images from the sequence are
shown in Fig. 4). The two layers are separated, with
noticeable artifacts in both layers. A refinement algorithm is
necessary to substantially reduce these artifacts.
4.2 Estimating Rear Layer Color
Using the symmetric process of updating front and rear
layer colors, we show how we can improve the rear color
ðnÞ
given a current estimate of front color I0 , where n is the
iteration number. As a first step, we warp the front color to
ðnÞ
all the views t using Tt0  I0 (Figs. 7a and 9b), which is an
estimate of the front color in view t. When this front color
estimate is subtracted from the observed image Ct , we get
an estimate of the rear layer color in view t (Figs. 7b and 9c):
ðnÞ
Ct  Tt0  I0 .
Next, as shown in Fig. 7c, we warp each of the rear
color estimates to the reference view by warping Tt11 :
ðnÞ
Tt11  ðCt  Tt0  I0 Þ. Several stabilized rear layer colors
are shown in Fig. 10. Finally, we take the average of the
stabilized rear color estimates and finish one step of rear
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Fig. 7. Overview of color estimation for the rear layer color given the front layer color: (a) The front layer is first warped from the reference view to the
other input views, (b) the warped front layer is subtracted from the original image for all nonreference views, and (c) the estimated rear layers are
warped to the reference view.

color refinement. Given the refined rear color estimate,
the refinement of the front color can proceed symmetrically. We alternate between the estimation of the front
and rear layer colors until convergence.
Notice that the averaging step should be taken on the
valid rear color estimates only. There are two cases when
the rear color estimates are invalid, as shown in Fig. 11. The
first case (Fig. 11a) is due to occlusion in the front layer. The
front color estimate in view t is unavailable in occluded
 Consequently, the rear color estimate, which is a
region AB
AB.
difference between the observed image and the front color
 is
estimate, is undefined. As a result, the rear color in AB
invalid when warped back to the reference view (the shaded
region). We denote the valid region in this case as
V ðTt11  Tt0  I0 Þ. The second case is due to occlusion in
the rear layer (Fig. 11b). The occluded (shaded) region
provides no information for rear color updates in the

Fig. 8. Initialization by min-composite. (a) The observed image. (b) The
min-composite front color. (c) Subtraction of (b) from the (a), which
results in an estimate of the rear color.

reference view and is invalid. We denote the valid region in
this case as V ðTt11  I1 Þ. Note that some exemplar invalid
regions are pointed out in Fig. 10.
In Appendix A, we prove that our color update method
converges to a fixed point. However, we make no claim that
the solution is unique.
To alleviate the streaking effect caused by pixels
interacting mostly in the direction of motion [28], we add
a regularization term that enforces the intensity similarity
between neighboring rows. If the pixels neighboring x are
denoted as N ðxÞ, the regularization term can be written as
X X
RðI0 ; I1 Þ ¼
kI0 ðxÞ  I0 ðyÞk2 þ kI1 ðxÞ  I1 ðyÞk2
x 2 P y 2 N ðxÞ

ð9Þ

Fig. 9. Color update. (a) The observed image in view t. (b) The current
estimate of front color in view t. (c) The current estimate of rear color in
view t. The thin cracks observed in (b) and (c) are the result of forward
warping and are ignored in the color estimation step.
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ðnÞ

Fig. 10. Three stabilized rear color estimates by Tt11  ðCt  Tt0  I0 Þ.
Two cases of invalid regions, denoted by V, are shown in the figure as
well.

and the new cost function is now defined as
X

Ct  C~t 2 þRðI0 ; I1 Þ:
CðI0 ; I1 Þ ¼

ð10Þ

t

In our experiments, we choose  ¼ 0 (no regularization) for
the random dot sequence and  ¼ 1 for all other sequences.

4.3 Alternating Rear/Front Layer Color Estimation
We can use the same color updating strategy, namely,
alternately updating I0 and I1 . With the introduction of the
regularization terms, color estimates of neighboring pixels
are coupled. Fortunately, they can be efficiently estimated
by solving a sparse linear system of equations. Convergence
of the estimates can be similarly proven.

5

DETERMINING

THE

NUMBER

OF

LAYERS

Many real-world scenes contain both single layer regions
(nonspecular) and two-layer regions (reflective). Fig. 4 (the
Lee sequence) shows one such example. To avoid false front
layers, it is desirable to explicitly segment these two types of
regions.
In Section 3.3, we went through a simple case where no
sampling artifact is introduced and no noise is involved.
The segmentation can easily be done by introducing a bias
term that favors single layer models. After we obtain the
two depth maps, we label pixels with d0 ¼ d1 as single layer
model pixels.
In real images, however, sampling effects and noise
complicate the situation. We cannot rely on a constant bias
term to segment the two types of regions. Fig. 12a shows
segmentation results for the Lee sequence using a constant
bias. The bias term causes part of the dodecahedron (a twolayer region) to become a single-layer region, while

Fig. 11. Invalid regions. Invalid regions are denoted as V. Solid thick
 is not defined
line: front layer; dashed line: rear layer. (a) The region AB
in view t in the front layer, thus the rear layer color estimate, as a
difference of the observed composite color and the warped front layer
color, is invalid. (b) When the rear layer is warped back from view t to the
reference view, the shaded region is undefined in the reference view.

allowing part of the computer graphics book (a single-layer
region) to have a false front layer.
The primary reason for this failure is the sampling
artifact, which is illustrated in Fig. 12b using an EPI strip.
Vertical lines correspond to stabilized pixels. Due to the
sampling artifact, the colors of these vertical lines change
considerably from view to view, making the matching
errors for single-layer hypotheses very large. On the other
hand, two-layer hypotheses are more expressive since they
can model some of these color changes using an additional
layer of component colors. In the Lee sequence, the
adoption of a two-layer model causes a greater reduction
in matching error for mixed pixels (due to low resolution)
than for reflected pixels. As a result, a single bias term
cannot segment the two regions.
Our solution is to scale the original DSI or, equivalently,
to adapt the bias term based on local gradients. We change
the DSI volume as follows:
eðd0 ; d1 ; xÞ ( ð1  ðxÞÞeðd0 ; d1 ; xÞ;

ð11Þ

where ðxÞ 2 ½0; 1Þ is proportional to the intensity gradient
of pixel x along the epipolar line direction.
The scaling operation (11) does not change the ordering
of eðd0 ; d1 ; xÞ. It only changes the dynamic range of the
matching errors and adjusts their weights in graph cut
operations. It, therefore, reduces the influence of the high
contrast edges, which are most vulnerable to the sampling
artifact.

Fig. 12. Automatic segmentation of single/two-layer regions. Black: single-layer regions. White: two-layer regions. (a) Segmentation using the
original DSI. (b) Sampling effect in a stabilized EPI. (c) Segmentation using scaled DSI. (d) Cleaned up -map.
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Fig. 13. Experimental results on four test sequences. The five columns are the reference frames, the front depths, the rear depths, the front colors
and the rear colors. (a)-(b) are synthetic sequences, (c)-(d) are real sequences. For display purpose, the images in the last column are scaled up by
a factor of 4 in (a)-(b), and 2 in (c)-(d).

After scaling of the DSI volume, we are able to segment
the two types of regions using a single bias term (see
Fig. 12c). Using some morphological operations (erosion
followed by dilation), we cleaned up noisy regions and
estimated the -map shown in Fig. 12d.

6

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present four sets of experimental results,
two synthetic and two real. The results are shown in Fig. 13.
The first column of Fig. 13 shows the reference frame
image. The second to fifth columns are the estimated front
depth, rear depth, front color, and rear color. In these
experiments, the -maps are given as input. The -maps for
the first three examples are trivial, i.e., we set the whole
image to  ¼ 1. We add a constant bias to segment the
single/two-layer model regions. In the fourth example, we
use the -map estimated in Section 5. The value of  (see (6))
is set to 1 for the synthetic sequences, namely, the random
dot sequence in Fig. 5 and sequences in Figs. 13a and 13b.
For the doll sequence (Fig. 14),  ¼ 4, and for the Lee
sequence (Fig. 4),  ¼ 5.
Fig. 13a shows the result on a synthetic curved reflector
sequence. In the foreground is a slab of curved marble,
which reflects a V8 can and a picture of a flower garden.
The can is closer to the marble so it occludes part of the
picture. Fig. 13b shows results on a synthetic (additive)
translucent sequence. The foreground is a translucent layer
texture mapped with the painting Mona Lisa. Behind the
translucent layer is a “sculpture” of da Vinci (texturemapped sphere) and one of his drawings at a distance.
Figs. 13c and 13d are real image sequences. The experimental setup for the doll sequence (c) is shown in Fig. 14a.
It is interesting to note that the results for the doll
sequence are reasonable. It could be due to the patterned
screen having constant transmitivity because a thin silk
scarf can be modeled as a mixture of uniform opaque silk
fibers and open holes, thus a linear additive model.

Fig. 15 shows some results of the color update algorithm.
Min-composite initialization (Fig. 15a) provides us with a
noisy rear color image. Part of the tea box is missing and the
color does not look right. After the color update, we get a
cleaner and more visually pleasing reflection image in
which regularization terms helped remove the horizontal
streaking effects. The updated color estimate without
regularization is shown in Fig. 15c.
Notice in all the results that occlusions in both layers are
correctly handled. Fig. 16 shows synthesized frames alongside the original views. Except at the large depth discontinuity boundaries, where invisible pixels are drawn in
black, few differences are apparent. The occlusion effects for

Fig. 14. Doll sequence: (a) setup and (b) three representative frames. As
shown in (a), the front layer is a thin silk scarf while the rear layer is
composed of the dolls and books.
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Fig. 15. Color update results. (a) Min-composite initialization, quite
noisy. (b) Output of the color update algorithm. (c) Without the
regularization terms, the streaking effects are quite obvious.

the rear layers are faithfully reproduced. Note that the
synthesized views are generated using the extracted layers
of a single reference view. The cracks and blank areas in the
synthesized views are due to depth discontinuities and
parts not observed at the reference view.

7

EXTENSION

TO

MULTIPLE (> 2) LAYERS

The proposed stereo matching algorithm, including spatialtemporal differencing and nested plane sweep, can be
extended to more than two layers of linear superposition. In
this section, we give an example of estimating depth values
with linear superposition of three layers. We adopt the
same set of assumptions detailed in Section 2.4.
For three layers, the image composition function (2) is
extended to

Ct ¼Tt ðd0 Þ  I0 þ Tt ðd0  0 Þ  Tt ðd1 Þ  I1

ð12Þ
þ Tt ðd1  1 Þ  Tt ðd2 Þ  I2 ;
where 0 and 1 are masks for non-Lambertian surfaces in
the first and second layer, and d2 and I2 are depth and color
of the third layer. We model the warping of the  maps in
order to handle possible cut-off of non-Lambertian regions
in the two layers.
An invariant similar to (7) can be extended using four
pixels from three frames (t  , t, and t þ ) in the stabilized
sequence C,
Bt ðxÞ ¼ Ctþ ðx þ v02 Þ  Ct ðxÞ  Ct ðx þ v12 Þ
þ Ct ðx  v01 Þ
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Fig. 16. Synthesized views for the Lee sequence. The three columns
correspond to views 4, 8, and 16. The first row is the original images and
the second row is the synthesized results.

Because the differencing step involves more pixels in
more frames than the two-layer case, occlusion handling is
significantly more difficult. However, if discontinuity does
not simultaneously happen in any two layers, we can show
by enumeration that our spatial-temporal selection technique can still be adopted to handle the occlusion problem.
Fig. 18 shows a random dot example with three linearly
superposed layers. The three layers are represented by red,
green, and blue pixels, with the first two layers being
partially reflective and occlusion occurring in the first layer
(between the red and white pixels). Our algorithm correctly
handles the -map segmentation for the first two layers, as
well as occlusion in the first layer. In this noiseless example,
our algorithm recovers almost perfect depth maps.
Our proposed technique can be extended from n to n þ 1
multiple layers by recursively replacing the term Tt ðdn1 Þ 
In1 with
ðTt ðdn1 Þ  In1 þ Tt ðdn1  n1 Þ  Tt ðdn Þ  In Þ:
With n ¼ 2, we get (12) from (2). It is probably true,
however, that, in practice, the strength of the reflected or
transmitted layer is too weak or ambiguous for reliable
extraction beyond the second or third layer.

8

SUMMARY

In this paper, we described a set of techniques to solve the
stereo matching problem in the presence of multiple
additive layers. The main contributions of our work are:

¼ I0 ðx þ v02 Þ  I0 ðxÞ  I0 ðx þ v12 Þ þ I0 ðx  v01 Þ;
ð13Þ
where vij ¼ di  dj is the disparity difference, or “velocity”
between two layers i and j. The equation is graphically
depicted in Fig. 17. Pixels a and b share the same blue line,
i.e., third layer scene point, thus their difference Bab ¼
Ctþ ðx þ v02 Þ  Ct ðxÞ will eliminate the influence of the
third-layer scene points. Similarly, the difference between
pixels c and d, Bcd ¼ Ct ðx þ v12 Þ  Ct ðx  v01 Þ, eliminates the influence of another third-layer scene point. Bab
and Bcd contain the same color difference of two secondlayer scene points (the two green lines). As a result, Bab 
Bcd theoretically contains only the first layer color difference
that is independent of the temporal axis.

Fig. 17. Three layer spatial temporal differencing. Red, green, and
blue lines represent traces of scene points in layers 1, 2, and 3
correspondingly.
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Fig. 18. Random dot example for the three-layer case. Left: the reference view. Top: ground-truth disparity maps. Bottom: estimated disparity maps.

1.

2.
3.
4.

a nested plane sweep framework to estimate
component depths in a systematic way, deriving
evidence locally, while integrating them globally;
a component-color-independent color matching algorithm, the spatial-temporal differencing technique;
an iterative color updating algorithm that is guaranteed to converge; and
a segmentation algorithm to automatically determine the number of layers.

When judiciously combined together, these techniques
allow us to estimate accurate stereo correspondence for
complex scenes that include multiple visual phenomena
occurring at different apparent depths.

where Ct is the observed image at view t and C~t ðxÞ is the
synthesized image,
C~t ¼ Tt0  I0 þ ðTt0  ÞðTt1  I1 Þ:

Because all occlusions have been taken care of by the
definitions of V and P, the warped difference image W ðxÞ ¼
Tt11  ðCt ðxÞ  C~t ðxÞÞ is valid. W ðxÞ has the same difference
values as the original difference image. As a result,
X X
kCt ðxÞ  C~t ðxÞk2
CðI0 ; I1 Þ ¼
x 2 P t 2 V ðxÞ

¼

X X

kTt11  ðCt ðxÞ  Tt0  I0 ðxÞÞ  I1 ðxÞk2 :
ð18Þ

A reference pixel x has a valid color estimate in view t if
and only if x 2 V ðTt11  Tt0  I0 Þ \ V ðTt11  I1 Þ. We define all
the views that provide information for the rear color update
at pixel x as
ð14Þ

The valid views for updating the front color at pixel x are
similarly defined as
ð15Þ

For each pixel, we define VðxÞ ¼ V 0 ðxÞ \ V 1 ðxÞ, which is
the collection of views in which colors of both the front
and rear colors can be updated. For pixels in the
reference view, we define the upgradeable pixel set as
P ¼ fxjðxÞ ¼ 1 and VðxÞ 6¼ ;g. Notice that once the
depths of both layers are determined, the valid view set
V and the upgradeable pixel set P can be precomputed.
Using the previous definitions, we can show that if the
iterative method is applied to the upgradeable pixels x 2 P
on their valid views, the iterative method converges. (Note
that the method converges to a local solution. There is in fact
no unique solution since one can add a constant value to
one layer and subtract the same value from the other, as
long as no pixel value is negative.) To prove convergence,
we show that the above described iterative method
minimizes the cost function
X X
kCt ðxÞ  C~t ðxÞk2 ;
ð16Þ
CðI0 ; I1 Þ ¼
x 2 P t 2 V ðxÞ



kTt11  Ct ðxÞ  C~t ðxÞ k2

x 2 P t 2 V ðxÞ

APPENDIX
COLOR UPDATE CONVERGENCE PROOF

V 0 ðxÞ ¼ ftjx 2 V ðTt01  Tt1  I1 Þ \ V ðTt01  I0 Þg:

X X

x 2 P t 2 V ðxÞ

¼

V 1 ðxÞ ¼ ftjx 2 V ðTt11  Tt0  I0 Þ \ V ðTt11  I1 Þg:

ð17Þ

When we fix I0 , the rear color estimates at pixels x 2 P are
independent of each other. The solution to the above
quadratic cost function is
P
1
t2 VðxÞ Tt1  ðCt ðxÞ  Tt0  I0 ðxÞÞ
ðnÞ
^
;
ð19Þ
I1 ðxÞ ¼
kVðxÞk
where kVðxÞk is the size of the set. Notice that Ct ðxÞ  Tt0 
I0 ðxÞ is the current rear color estimate at view t (Fig. 9c),
and Tt11  ðCt ðxÞ  Tt0  I0 ðxÞÞ is the stabilized rear color
estimates (Fig. 10). The refined color is just the average of
these stabilized rear color. What this means is that each step
of rear color update by averaging decreases the cost
function (16). In exactly the same way, we can show that
each step of front color update decreases the same cost
function. Since (16) is bounded from below, iterative
updating of the front and rear color converges to a fixed
point.
To make sure the color is in the range of ½0; 255, we
perform the following clamping operation at each step,
that is,
ðnþ1Þ

I1

ðnÞ
ðxÞ ¼ maxfminfI^1 ðxÞ; 255g; 0g:

ð20Þ

This clamping operation does not affect the convergence.
Because the cost function (16) is quadratic given fixed I0 ,
there is only one minimum and the cost function is
monotonic on each side of the minimum. If the minimum
is outside of the range ½0; 255, the value 0 or 255, whichever
is closer to the minimum is the minimum solution of I1 in the
valid range. Since we started with color values in ½0; 255,

TSIN ET AL.: STEREO MATCHING WITH LINEAR SUPERPOSITION OF LAYERS
ðnþ1Þ

ðnÞ

I1
ðxÞ will decrease the cost function if I1 ðxÞ 2 ð0; 255Þ,
ðnÞ
or keep the same cost when I1 ðxÞ 2 f0; 255g.
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